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Ideological hatred of whites is now a growth industry, boosted by "civil rights" activists and liberal

academics. These once-youthful radicals, now entrenched in positions of power and influence,

peddle a warmed-over version of the Marxist creed that supported the communist empire and

excuses intolerance to the point of murder. Betraying the legacy of Martin Luther King, this unholy

alliance of black civil rights leaders and white radicals threatens to undermine America's moral,

political, and economic institutions. Mr. Horowitz acknowledges that America's unique political

culture is the creation of white European males, primarily English and Christian. But these very men

and their heirs have led the world in abolishing slavery and establishing the principles of ethnic and

racial inclusion. Undeterred, so it seems, by America's Anglo-Saxon roots, people of every race and

creed still flock by the millions to these shores, claiming a share of our unparalleled rights and

opportunities. Yet, with staggering hypocrisy, a clique of racial warlords and academic malcontents

indict our every institution for racial oppression. No stranger to ideological combat, Mr. Horowitz

anticipates the standard charges of racism and sexism inevitably hurled at dissenters from the party

line. Undaunted, he boldly grapples with contemporary racism in all its forms.
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In his introduction to Hating Whitey and Other Progressive Causes, former Marxist turned

conservative muckraker David Horowitz insists that his views on race "have remained entirely

consistent with my previous commitments and beliefs.... I believed that only government neutrality



towards racial groups was compatible with the survival of a multi-ethnic society that is also

democratic. I still believe that today." Horowitz has, in fact, remained remarkably consistent in

attacking elite social institutions and their subtle attempts to promote what Nicholas Lemann refers

to in The Big Test as a "meritocracy." While former colleagues from the '60s have come to defend

the rise of progressives within the bunkers of power, Horowitz still assaults the ramparts with

venomous glee; his appearances on cable TV news shows, NPR, and the Salon Web site have

earned him a legion of fans.  In Hating Whitey, Horowitz pummels administrators, hapless scholars,

rival pundits, and embattled defenders of affirmative action and race-based quotas. But while

Stephan and Abigail Thernstrom and Shelby Steele have made the case against racial preference

with rigorous methodological approaches or rhetorical eloquence, Horowitz doesn't throw much new

light on the issue. Even the revealing personal essays dealing with the author's ill-fated tenure with

the Black Panthers in the early '70s recycle material previously covered in his autobiography

Radical Son. This time around, Horowitz mostly names names and issues ideological fatwas

against those with whom he disagrees, invoking the 1950s anti-Communist newsletter Red

Channels at its prime. Hating Whitey may satiate the blood lust of the converted, but it's only

marginally useful in the larger discussions of race relations in America. --John M. Anderson

Once a prominent U.S. leftist, Horowitz garnered an even larger reputation upon the publication of

Radical Son, his memoir documenting his transformation from a radical to a conservative. Now, as

the editor of the intentionally provocative conservative journal Heterodoxy and a frequent columnist

for Salon, Horowitz employs heat-seeking rhetoric that aims to be as inflammatory as possible.

Taking on U.S. race relations and claiming that "anti-white racism" has become intrinsic to the black

civil rights movement and "common currency of the 'progressive' intelligentsia," he launches an

all-out attack that is almost comical in its single-mindedness. He documents Louis Farrakhan's

controversial and contested statements attacking white European and American culture and politics;

goes after Nobel Prize winner Toni Morrison, "whose boundless suspicions of white Americans

amount to a demonization as intense as Elijah Muhammad's

I would compare this book favorably to similar titles by Dinesh D'souza and Jared Taylor. Pointing

out the hypocrisy and fanaticism of the left, Horowitz demolishes modern society's anti-white bias

and what a vile poison it is. Along the way, Horowitz sprinkles in anecdotes from his own life,

notably when he worked alongside the Black Panthers--those parts are slower but mildly interesting

as well.



A very vital subject and for the most part he writeswell but I found a few spots a bit dry. In anyevent,

we need to be aware that many inacademic circles are turning white peopleinto "cracka

muthehf......" or worse. Weare "racists" and if we aren't personally,then we are part of "institutional

racism".All this is code for "you white, you worthless".TIME TO FIGHT BACK!

I thought this book should be read by progressives who believe they have all the answers.

Surprisingly, I found a scenario for the insecure mail servers being used by HRC. Read this book

and find out why. I think the author shows great courage and humanity by admiring his erroneous

beliefs. There aren't that many people who will, even going on to start conflicts and would rather die,

and take a lot with them, than admit it

America MUST wake up to the dark works of evil men (and women) seeking power. It is an evil work

to hate whitey - as it is to hate any human being regardless of color. Our skin has nothing to do with

our essence: man was created in God's image. But evil hearts seek to divide and conquer and

destroy - for selfish ends - while sounding soooo 'good'. If we love God, we must embrace His

image-bearers: each other. If we don't, then we must get honest and admit we don't love God !!!

Manny FernandezAmerican patriot, citizenRecommended for all ages; Don' t judge this book by its

cover...a good read. Yes

The guy has credentials. His prose is lively. He has the ability to crystallize frustrating thoughts that

trouble all of us who harbor concerns about the alleged racism that poisons America. Read this

book. He's said what millions of us think. What Racism? What society that worships (and its whites

that pay and play here) Oprah, Spike, Jordan, Cosby, Colin Powell, and dozens more highly placed

blacks and an equal # of highly placed "hispanics" could possibly be generalized as racist? But by

skewering Cosby's wife and by revealing the hypocrisy of the Black Panthers with diligent

documentation, Horowitz cracks open the arguments that have lain dormant in many of us for

decades. Read this book.

A tome that deserves to be included in history, government and political science classes throughout

the world and especially in the USA.
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